
Good morning Alison 
 
I am writing with response to the reopening of the enquiry of a 3rd prison. I live on Southport Road 
and have for many years we have seen a few accidents in this time. My opinion is that a roundabout 
at the end of ulnes Walton lane and Southport Road would be a complete disaster as it is an accident 
waiting to happen the speed people come down this road and ulnes Walton lane. 2 maybe 3 years 
ago a car hit a tree and burst into flames near the stables, the bridge at bridge farm is sharp and no 
visibility but I personally have nearly been hit on numerous occasions by prison officers lighting 
cigarettes or speeding that they can not stay on their own side of the road. 
I have read the road safety report and I think that the times that the road has been monitored are 
way out of prison hours and suggest they redo that as you have shifts starting and finishing all day, 
the offices finish at 4 officers shifts finish and start differently. 
I use Ulnes Walton every day as I have and elderly mother and mother in law .  I pass the prison 
numerous times of the day and as shifts come out onto the estate road they pull straight out onto 
Ulnes Walton lane without looking. Traffic isn’t just at Southport Road end it is as bad at Dunkirk 
lane/ slater lane where again they drive like idiots. The traffic that uses the country lane and I say 
COUNTRY LANE it is narrow many cycle groups and families ride that road there are horse riders and 
people walking which again it’s stomach wrenching to see how close cars get to them due to being 
impatient. 
I don’t believe that this has been addressed correctly or traffic monitoring done to the best of their 
ability. A round about on Southport Road will be a nightmare for residents on Southport Road as we 
struggle to get out of our drives as it is. I for one can not see how this will solve issues there are 
prison wagons taxi’s carrying prisoners serveral times a day road with no consideration. The speck 
cameras are not deterring speeding and a roundabout will not stop that it is a waiting game for there 
to be a serious accident that could result in death. As a resident of Ulnes Walton every day the traffic 
bellows past wagons, tractor, cars buses speed not adhered to we sit and wait like for a sound of 
crunching metal due to speeds like 5 years ago a drink driver went into the field at the junction of 
Ulnes Walton lane and Southport Road the road is straight but if it wasn’t at night it could  have been 
a fatality as she would have taken any vehicles at the junction. 
Many thanks for reading my concerns and would like it submitting as evidence at the appeal. 
I am contactable on my mobile         Yours sincerely Mrs Lyndsey Duckworth Sent from my iPhone 
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